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Real-time streaming services are attracting attention. However, an adversary can compromise the safety of these services in ways such as data tampering, spooﬁng, and repudiation.
In this paper we propose a real-time Stream Authentication scheme for Video streams called
SAVe. Each packet in the stream is authenticated to correspond to the packet loss seen in
UDP-based streaming. The amount of redundancy distributed to each frame is also adjusted
according to the importance of each frame, to take account of the special characteristics of
video such as diﬀerences in importance of and dependencies between frames. Since temporal
and spatial compression techniques are adopted for video stream encoding, SAVe is eﬃcient
in terms of making important frames robust to packet loss. The simulation results show that
the authentication rate is on average approximately equivalent to that of previously proposed
schemes. An improvement of 50% in the playing rate over previously proposed schemes can
be seen when the packet loss rate is 20%.

overhead.
Video sequences are compressed by removing spatial and temporal redundancies between
frames. Therefore there are dependencies between frames, and the importance of each frame
is diﬀerent. If a high-priority frame is lost as
a result of packet loss, all frames referring to
the lost frame become unplayable, even if they
reach the receiver side. High-priority frames
should therefore be robust to packet loss. However, as pointed out in Ref. 6), existing stream
authentication schemes do not take account of
the characteristics speciﬁc to video. Since all
frames are handled at the same level, eﬃciency
is poor.
In this paper we propose a stream authentication scheme where the amount of redundancy
distributed to each frame is adjusted according
to that frame’s importance. Our scheme uses a
technique called the Information Dispersal Algorithm to reconstruct lost packets so as to enable eﬃcient authentication.
In the next section, we discuss related work.
In Section 3, we explain our approach to realtime stream authentication for video streams.
In Section 4, we evaluate our scheme. In Section 5, we discuss the simulation results. Finally, we oﬀer some concluding remarks in Section 6.

1. Introduction
As a result of the explosive growth of broadband networks, many users are able to enjoy
services via the Internet. Real-time streaming
services such as IP telephony and video conferencing are attracting particular attention 1) .
However, these services are still aﬀected by various issues such as data tampering, spooﬁng and
repudiation. For example, using future highperformance computers, it will become possible
to tamper with data in real time by methods
such as inserting tampered frames into the data
stream. Countermeasures are therefore needed
so that these services can be used in critical
situations, such as business negotiations.
In real-time streaming services, to maintain
real-time transmission, real-time transmission
protocols on top of connectionless best-eﬀort
services (e.g., the User Datagram Protocol) are
generally used 2),3) . As a result, packet loss is
frequently seen 4) . When dealing with stream
authentication, one must consider the eﬀects
of packet loss, since consecutive authentication
must be attained 5) . To address the packet
loss issue, each packet in the stream must be
authenticated. Digital signatures are generally used for message authentication. However,
when using these signatures, one must take account of the computation overhead. Authentication of each individual packet is possible
by signing each packet with the sender’s digital signature, but at the cost of computation

2. Related Work
In this section, we will explain the Information Dispersal Algorithm (IDA) 7) technique,
which is used in our scheme, and review several existing stream authentication schemes.
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2.1 Information Dispersal Algorithm
When packets are streamed via the Internet
using UDP, packet loss is frequently seen. Since
UDP only provides best-eﬀort services, no error
recovery that includes packet retransmission is
carried out. In our scheme, therefore we use
a forward error correction technique, namely,
an erasure codes called IDA, to recover the lost
packets. The basic idea of IDA is to distribute
data with some amount of redundancy to multiple data during transmission. On the receiver
side, if a suﬃcient number of parts of the original data are received, the original data can be
reconstructed by using the received data, even
when packet loss occurs. For example, say a
data A of size F is distributed to n packets,
and the receiver side must receive at least m
(0 < m ≤ n) packets in order to reconstruct A.
The executions on the sender side are shown as
follows:
( 1 ) Data A is divided into pieces of length
m. The number of divided pieces B that
are generated is F/m.
( 2 ) Using all the divided pieces B for computation, n reconstruction data Ci (i =
1, 2, . . . , n) are generated.
( 3 ) Each reconstruction data Ci is of size
F/m; thus, the total size of all n number of Ci is F n/m.
On the receiver side, if at least m number of
reconstruction data Ci are received, data A can
be reconstructed. The size of the distributed reconstruction data can be adjusted by changing
the values of m and n.
2.2 Existing Stream Authentication
Schemes
Several schemes that attempt to eﬃciently
authenticate streamed media have been proposed.
Gennaro and Rohatgi propose a scheme
called the Hashed Chain technique 8) , where
the veriﬁcation of a packet is dependent on
other packets. The basic idea is as follows.
Each packet contains the hash value of the next
packet, and only the ﬁrst packet in the stream
is signed. Only one signature is needed, since
the hash values act as a chain between the packets. To reduce the sender side delay, a stream
of packets is divided into blocks and the above
process is repeated for each block. While this
scheme reduces the computation overhead, it
does not tolerate packet loss. Non-resistance
to packet loss becomes a drawback in stream
authentication.
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Wong and Lam propose a scheme that
uses Merkle’s signature trees 9),10) to sign
streams 11) . We will call their scheme Authentication Tree. Their idea is to make each
packet individually veriﬁable, in order to tolerate packet loss. To achieve this, however, each
packet needs to contain the signature of the root
node and all the hashes of the nodes necessary
to compute the root. This causes a long senderside delay and a large space overhead (the overhead of authentication information).
Park proposes a scheme called SAIDA 12),13)
(Signature Amortization using IDA). First, the
hash values of each packet are concatenated.
Then, the hash of this concatenated value is
computed. This value is called as the group
hash. In SAIDA, only the group hash is signed.
Next, the reconstruction data of the group hash
and the signature are generated using the IDA
encoding process. The reconstruction data are
then distributed to each packet in the group.
Because it uses IDA, this scheme is tolerant to
packet loss.
The common characteristics of these existing
schemes are that they all handle multiple packets as one group and the packets in the group
are handled at the same level. Handling packets that store the frame data of video streams
at the same level is the same as handling each
frame at the same level. However, as mentioned
in Section 1, there are dependencies between
frames, and the importance of frames diﬀers.
Consequently, the eﬃciency is poor when these
schemes are used for video streams.
3. SAVe: A Real-Time Stream Authentication Scheme for Video
Streams
In this section, we propose a real-time Stream
Authentication scheme for Video streams called
SAVe. SAVe uses digital signatures, hashes, and
IDA to take account of the characteristics of
video. The authentication information is appended to a high-priority frame and the reconstruction data for the authentication information concatenated with the frame data are created by employing IDA. These reconstruction
data are distributed to the low-priority frames.
In this way, high-priority frames are made robust to packet loss, and eﬃcient stream authentication is enabled. The reconstruction data
stated here are those mentioned in Section 2.1,
which are used to reconstruct the data lost during transmission.
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Fig. 1 Reference relation between frames.
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Fig. 3 Generation and playing order.

Fig. 2 Example of K, F , B frame data.

3.1 Assumptions
SAVe is based on the following assumptions:
• We assume that temporal compression
techniques such as forward prediction and
bi-directional prediction are used for video
stream encoding, as in MPEG-2 14) .
• When a key-frame is lost on account of
packet loss, all sub-frames dependent on
the key-frame become unplayable on the receiver side.
• A frame can be carried in several UDP
packets.
In this paper we call a frame coded with reference only to the current frame as key-frame,
and frames coded with reference to both the
current frame and other frames as sub-frames.
Figure 1 shows the reference relations between the key-frames K, the forward predicted
sub-frames F , and the bi-directional predicted
sub-frames B that are assumed in our scheme.
The arrows show the reference relationship
between the frames. Frame K is the most important frame and frame B is the least important frame when decoding on the receiver side.
In our proposal, we also assume that an entire
video stream consists of groups of frames. The
characteristics of a frame group are as follows:
• One frame group consists of about 13
frames.
• The ﬁrst frame in the frame group is a K
frame.
• An F frame is present every 2–3 frames.
The size of each type of frame is as follows.
F frames are 40–50% the size of K frames, and
B frames are 20–30% the size of K frames. For
example, if a K frame is stored in 10 UDP packets, F and B frames are stored in 5 and 3 UDP
packets, respectively. Figure 2 shows an example of the frame data when K, F , and B frames
are stored in 10, 5, and 3 packets, respectively.
Figure 3 shows the order of generation of
frames on the sender side and the order of play-

Fig. 4 Overview of the signature method of SAVe.

ing on the receiver side. It can be seen that the
generation order and the playing order are different. For example, F1 is generated right after
K0 on the sender side, but played after B2 and
B3 on the receiver side. This is because B2 and
B3 are generated by using bi-directional prediction with reference to K0 and F1 .
3.2 Signature Method
In SAVe, the reconstruction data of frames
with high priority such as K frames are appended to frames with lower priority such as
F and B frames. The reconstruction data of F
frames are appended to B frames, which have
the lowest priority. In this manner, the reconstruction data are appended hierarchically.
Therefore, the most important K frames are
made robust to packet loss and eﬃcient authentication also becomes possible. Figure 4 shows
an overview of the signature method of SAVe.
• K, F , and B denote frame data.
• HK, HF , and HB denote the hash values
of K, F , and B, respectively.
• Sig denotes the digital signature.
• I denotes the reconstruction data.
• F  and B  denote the data after the reconstruction data have been appended to F
and B, respectively.
First, HK0 and HF1 , the hash values of K0
and F1 , are appended to the key-frame K0 .
Then Sig0 , the digital signature for the above
concatenated value, is generated. Sig0 can be
expressed as follows:
Sig0 =
Enc(KEYs , Hash(K0  HK0  HF1 ))
(1)
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where Ks is the private key used in public-key
cryptography.
I0 , the reconstruction data for the data enclosed in the box in the left side of Fig. 4, are
then generated by using the IDA encoding process. Therefore, the reconstruction data of the
authentication information concatenated with
the frame data are generated in our scheme.
Next, I0 is distributed to frames F1 , B2 , and
B3 . As mentioned above, F1 , B2 , and B3 denote the data after I0 has been appended to F1 ,
B2 , and B3 , respectively.
Next, HF1 , HB2 , HB3 , and the hash value
of the next frame , HF4 are appended to F1 .
Then Sig1 , the digital signature for the concatenated value, is generated. The reconstruction
data I1 are then generated by using the IDA
encoding process. Finally, I1 are distributed to
B2 and B3 . In this manner, the reconstruction
data of the high-priority frames are distributed
hierarchically to the low-priority frames, thus
facilitating the reconstruction of high-priority
K frames. Furthermore, distributing the reconstruction data in an interleaved fashion is
an eﬀective technique for reducing the eﬀects
of burst loss. However, interleaving packets in
the stream necessitates an extra delay 15),16) .
Therefore, interleaving techniques are not used
in our scheme.
In our scheme, all processes are carried out at
a packet level instead of a frame level. Details
are given in the following subsections.
3.2.1 Signature Method of K Packets
In this section the signature method of K
packets is explained. The reconstruction data
of the authentication information and the frame
data of K packets are distributed to F and B
packets. K, F , and B packets are those that
store the frame data of K, F , and B frames,
respectively. Each K frame Ki is divided into
Lk packets (Ki0 , . . . , KiLk ). Each F frame
Fi+1 is divided into Lf packets (F(i+1)0 , . . . ,
F(i+1)Lf ). Each B frame Bi+2 is divided into
Lb packets (B(i+2)0 , . . . , B(i+2)Lb ). The ﬂow
of the following explanation is shown in Fig. 5.
The intersection of arrows denotes the concatenation of data.
First, the hash values of all packets Ki0 ,
. . ., KiLk are computed and concatenated with
each other. The hash value of this concatenated value is then computed and expressed as
H(Ki0−iLk ).
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Fig. 5 Signature method of K packets.

H(Ki0−iLk ) = Hash(H(Ki0 )  H(Ki1 ) 
(2)
· · ·  H(KiLk ))
In the same manner, H(F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf ) is
computed. In order to maintain concatenation between packets in terms of authentication, H(F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf ) is concatenated with
the formerly generated H(Ki0−iLk ). Next, this
is appended to Ki0−iLk . Here, Ki0−iLk denotes
packets Ki0 through KiLk . Then, the digital
signature shown in the following equation is
generated:
Sigi0−iLk = Enc(KEYs , Hash((Ki0−iLk ) 
H(Ki0−iLk )  H(F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf )))
(3)
The IDA encoding process is then carried out
using the data with the digital signature, to
create the reconstruction data I(Ki0−iLk ). Finally, this I(Ki0−iLk ) is distributed to packets
F(i+1)0 , . . . , F(i+1)Lf , B(i+2)0 , . . . , B(i+2)Lb ,
and B(i+3)0 , . . . , B(i+3)Lb . Here we will call
the packets that carry the reconstruction data




, . . . , F(i+1)L
, B(i+2)0
, . . . , B(i+2)L
,
as F(i+1)0
f
b


and B(i+3)0 , . . . , B(i+3)Lb .
We will call the number of F  and B  packets
which carry the reconstruction data I(Ki0−iLk )
K reconstruction-packets and deﬁne it as nk .
We will also call the number of packets needed
to reconstruct the K packets in the case of
packet loss the K reconstruction-threshold and
deﬁne it as mk .
3.2.2 Signature Method of F packets
In this section the signature method of F
packets is explained. The reconstruction data
of the authentication information and the frame
data of F packets are only distributed to B
packets. The ﬂow of the following explanation
is shown in Fig. 6.


), H(B(i+2)0−(i+2)L
),
First H(F(i+1)0−(i+1)L
f
b

H(B(i+3)0−(i+3)Lb ), and H(F(i+4)0−(i+4)Lf ) are
computed. Next, these hash values are con
.
catenated and appended to F(i+1)0−(i+1)L
f
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Fig. 6 Signature method of F packets.

Then the digital signature Sig(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf
is generated. The IDA encoding process is
then carried out, using the data with the
digital signature, to create the reconstruc
tion data I(F(i+1)0−(i+1)L
). Finally, these
f

I(F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf ) are distributed to packets




, . . . , B(i+2)L
and B(i+3)0
, . . . , B(i+3)L
B(i+2)0
b
b

and the resulting data are denoted as B(i+2)0
,



and
B
,
.
.
.
,
B
.
. . . , B(i+2)L
(i+3)0
(i+3)Lb
b
We will call the number of B  packets that

)
carry the reconstruction data I(F(i+1)0−(i+1)L
f
F reconstruction-packets and deﬁne it as nf .
We will also call the number of packets needed
to reconstruct the F  packets in the case of
packet loss the F reconstruction-threshold and
deﬁne it as mf .
Similar processes are carried out for the F
packets of the next F frames in the same
frame group. These F packets do not carry
reconstruction data of K packets. We will
call the number of B packets that carry the
reconstruction data I(F(i+4)0−(i+4)Lf ) Fnext
reconstruction-packets and deﬁne it as nf next .
We will also call the number of packets needed
to reconstruct the F packets in the case of
packet loss the Fnext reconstruction-threshold
and deﬁne it as mf next .
3.3 Verfication Method
The veriﬁcation method of SAVe is explained
in this section. The explanation is divided into
two cases: (i) veriﬁcation when there is no
packet loss and (ii) veriﬁcation when there is
packet loss. The explanation uses the examples
from Section 3.2.
3.3.1 Verfication When There is No
Packet Loss
When there is no packet loss, ordinary veriﬁcation using digital signature is carried out. On
receiving Ki0−iLk , the receiver veriﬁes Ki0−iLk
using the authentication information appended
to Ki0−iLk . Using KEYp , the public key of
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the public-key cryptography, Sigi0−iLk is decrypted and the hash value of H(Ki0−iLk )
and H(F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf ) appended to Ki0−iLk
is computed. The decrypted value and the
computed hash value are compared, and if the
two are equal, Ki0−iLk is veriﬁed. Together,
F(i+1)0−(i+1)Lf is also veriﬁed.
3.3.2 Verification When There is
Packet Loss
When packet loss exists, SAVe uses the reconstruction data created by the IDA encoding
to reconstruct the lost packets.
In this explanation we will assume that several K packets are lost during transmission.
Furthermore, we will divide the explanation
into two cases: (i) that in which the number
of F  and B  packets received exceeds the K
reconstruction-threshold and (ii) that in which
the number of F  and B  packets received is
below the K reconstruction-threshold.
If several packets Ki0 , . . . , KiLk are lost, reconstruction of the lost packets is possible if at

, ...,
the minimum mk packets out of F(i+1)0




,
F(i+1)Lf , B(i+2)0 , . . . , B(i+2)Lb , and B(i+3)0

are
received
on
the
receiver
side.
. . . , B(i+3)L
b
Since the authentication information is included in the reconstructed data, consecutive
authentication of the packets is enabled. Veriﬁcation is carried out in the manner explained
in Section 3.3.1.
When the number of packets received is below mk , direct reconstruction of Ki0 , . . . , KiLk
is not possible. Therefore, as the ﬁrst step of


, . . . , F(i+1)L
,
reconstruction, packets F(i+1)0
f
which carry the reconstruction data of Ki0 , . . . ,
KiLk need to be reconstructed. If the number of




, . . . , B(i+2)L
and B(i+3)0
, . . . , B(i+3)L
B(i+2)0
b
b
packets which carry the reconstruction data

) exceeds mf , reconstruction
I(F(i+1)0−(i+1)L
f


, . . . , F(i+1)L
are
and authentication of F(i+1)0
f
possible. The reconstruction data of Ki0 , . . . ,
KiLk are included in the reconstructed data.
Therefore reconstruction and authentication of
Ki0 , . . . , KiLk are enabled.
As described in this section, in SAVe the reconstruction data of high-priority packets are
distributed hierarchically to low-priority packets. This enables a high reconstruction rate of
high-priority packets.
4. Evaluation
To evaluate SAVe, we ran simulations. Since
the packet loss probability changes over time, it
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Table 1 Simulation parameters.
Parameter
Total number of packets sent: N
K reconstruction-packets: nk
K reconstruction-threshold: mk
F reconstruction-packets: nf
F reconstruction-threshold: mf
Fnext reconstruction-packets: nf next
Fnext reconstruction-threshold: mf next
Packet loss probability: π
Expected burst loss length: β
Size of K frames: Sk
Size of F frames: Sf
Size of B frames: Sb
Size of packet: Sp

is diﬃcult to evaluate our scheme by using real
networks. We therefore use a packet loss model
and ran simulations over virtual networks.
4.1 Simulation Environment
Simulations were run on a Pentium 4
2.80 GHz CPU, 2.0 GB RAM processor. The
simulation program is written in JDK 1.4.2. We
used 160 bit SHA-1 hash functions and 1,024 bit
RSA for digital signatures, though our authentication scheme is independent of the type of
hash functions and digital signatures.
4.1.1 Packet Loss Model
In commonly used networks, packet loss
occurs in bursts rather than at random intervals. The two-state Markov Chain Loss
Model is widely used to express burst packet
losses 17)∼19),21) , especially in evaluating stream
authentication schemes 13),24) . In our simulation, therefore, we use the two-state Markov
Chain Loss Model as the packet loss model.
4.1.2 Simulation Parameters
We carried out comparative evaluations by
running the simulation program using the
packet loss model mentioned in Section 4.1.1.
We compare the results of SAVe and the existing scheme. The parameters of the simulation
program are shown in Table 1.
We assume the use of SAVe when the size of
the video is about 120 × 160 pixels, like NetMeeting by Windows. Sk , Sf , and Sb are set
to 2.5 Kbytes, 1.25 Kbytes, and 625 bytes, respectively, because these are the sizes of each
frame of such video when MPEG-2 is used. Under normal conditions, the sizes of sub-frames
are obtained by actually encoding the video.
However, in the simulation experiments, virtual
packets were used and therefore we set the size
of the frames to typical actually measured sizes.
The maximum value of π was set to 40%,
since it is highly unlikely that the packet loss

Value
10,008 packets
16 packets
11, 15 packets
10 packets
4, 9 packets
5 packets
4 packets
0%, . . . , 40%
8 packets
2.5 Kbytes
1.25 Kbytes
625 bytes
1,500 bytes

probability via the Internet will be greater than
40%. Much research has been done on measurements of packet loss over the Internet 20)∼23) .
The results from Ref. 23), state that the average packet loss probability is about 7%. β is set
to 8, since the average burst packet loss length
over the Internet is less than 8 packets.
4.1.3 Evaluation Criteria
The evaluation items are authentication rate,
playing rate, communication overhead, and delay time. The authentication rate is the number
of packets authenticated on the receiver side divided by the total number of packets sent from
the sender side. The playing rate is the number of playable authenticated packets on the receiver side divided by the total number of packets sent from the sender side. The playing rate
must be evaluated, since in existing schemes,
there are packets that are unplayable on the receiver side, even though they are authenticated.
The communication overhead is the average size
of the reconstruction data of the authentication information and frame data appended per
packet. The delay time is the average delay
time for a packet to be authenticated after it
has been created by the sender side. This delay time includes the time necessary for IDA
computation, if this is required due to packet
loss.
We will compare SAVe with SAIDA, since
SAIDA is the only scheme that uses erasure
codes.
4.2 Results
4.2.1 Authentication Rate
Figure 7 shows the relation of the packet loss
rate and the authentication rate. The legend of
the graph are shown as “scheme name-nk , mk ,
nf , mf , nf next , mf next ”.
The authentication rates of SAVe and SAIDA
are approximately equivalent. The value of mk
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Fig. 8 Playing rate.
Fig. 7 Authentication rate.

is the reconstruction-threshold of K packets,
and represents the reconstruction conditions.
In general, the greater the value of mk , the
stricter the reconstruction condition becomes,
since the redundancy of the reconstruction data
distributed to each packet is small.
First, for the easy reconstruction condition
(mk = 11), the authentication rate of SAIDA
is slightly higher than that of SAVe. In SAIDA,
all packets in a group are handled at the same
level. Therefore the reconstruction data of the
authentication information are distributed to
all the packets in the group. In SAVe, on the
other hand, the distribution of the reconstruction data is changed according to the priority
of the packet. Therefore, when a low-priority
packet is lost, the reconstruction rate of the
packet is low and thus the authentication rate
becomes lower than that of SAIDA.
Next, for the strict reconstruction condition
(mk = 15), the authentication rate of SAVe is
higher than that of SAIDA. This shows that
SAVe is more eﬀective when the reconstruction
condition is strict. When high-priority K packets are lost, SAVe reconstructs the authentication information of K packets more easily than
SAIDA, since hierarchical reconstruction of K
packets is possible in SAVe.
We now give the results for the authentication rate when not only mk but also mf is
changed. Figure 7 shows that when mf is a
smaller value, the authentication rate becomes
higher. The diﬀerence in the authentication
rate is also greater when mf is changed instead
of mk . This shows the eﬀectiveness of the hierarchical reconstruction ability of K packets in
SAVe.

From the above results, it is possible to say
that SAVe has the same tolerance to packet loss
as SAIDA in terms of authentication.
4.2.2 Playing Rate
Figure 8 shows the relation of the packet
loss rate and the playing rate. The legend of
the graph are shown as “scheme name-nk , mk ,
nf , mf , nf next , mf next ”.
SAVe maintains a higher playing rate than
SAIDA. For example, when the packet loss rate
is 20%, the playing rates of SAVe and SAIDA
are 0.65 and 0.45, respectively. This shows
that SAVe has a 50% better playing rate than
SAIDA.
In SAVe the reconstruction of K packets is
easily carried out in the case of packet loss, and
the received F and B packets are not wasted.
What we mean by waste of packets is, inability
to play the received sub-frames because the keyframes are lost.
The playing rate of SAVe is lower than the
authentication rate. In SAIDA, however, there
is a signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the playing
rate and the authentication rate, because if mk
packets are received, all packets in the group are
authenticated. This means that packets of subframes are authenticated even when packets of
key-frames are lost. This leads to the presence of frames that are unplayable even though
they are authenticated. Thus the authentication rate of SAIDA is signiﬁcantly higher than
the playing rate. Consequently, SAIDA is not
tolerant to packet loss in terms of playing and
is therefore not ﬁt for authenticating streams
when there are dependencies between packets,
since many authenticated packets are wasted.
4.2.3 Communication Overhead
Figure 9 shows the relation between the
communication overhead and the playing rate.
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Fig. 9 Communication overhead.
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is, the number of packets to which the reconstruction data are distributed. The delay time
of SAVe in our assumed use is under 200 msec.
It is stated in the Technical Reports on IP Network Technology 25) by the Ministry of Internal Aﬀairs and Communication that the delay
time for IP telephony should be under 400 msec.
Considering the fact that the auditory sense
of the human being is more sensitive to delay
than the visual sense, the delay time of SAVe is
within the acceptable limits.
The delay is mainly caused by the calculation
of the IDA process. Our program was written in
Java, and therefore the delay time is likely to be
shortened by a large amount when a hardware
IDA codec is used.
5. Discussion

Fig. 10 Delay time.

The legend of the graph are shown as “scheme
name-π”. The value of the playing rate is shown
when π is 20% and 40%.
Figure 9 shows that the communication overhead per packet in SAVe is larger than that in
SAIDA. Since our scheme distributes the reconstruction data of not only the authentication information but also the frame data, the overhead
is larger than in SAIDA. However, this enables
a higher playing rate than in SAIDA.
4.2.4 Delay Time
Figure 10 shows the delay time of SAVe according to the size of nk . The delay time is
the average time of all possible m’s for a single
nk needed for a packet to be authenticated on
the receiver side after the packet has been created by the sender side. This includes the time
needed for signing and veriﬁcation and for IDA
encoding and decoding.
The relation between nk and the delay time
is that, the larger nk becomes, the longer the
delay time becomes. This is mainly due to the
characteristic of the IDA process that the computing time is dependent to the size of n, that

In this section we will discuss the simulation
results of our scheme in terms of long burst
packet loss, packets arriving out of order, and
frame size. We will also discuss the acceptability of our scheme.
5.1 Long Burst Packet Loss
Research results have shown that packet loss
on the Internet occurs in bursts. The average packet loss probability, as stated in Section 4.1.2, is approximately 7%. In our simulation, the expected burst length was set to 8
packets, since the average burst packet length is
less than 8 packets. In these normal conditions
our scheme is tolerant to packet loss. If a K
packet is lost, mk packets are required to reconstruct the lost K packet. In the simulation, mk
is set to 11 packets. Therefore, if the expected
burst loss is set higher than mk packets, the
authentication and playing rate will decrease.
On the Internet there are cases when longer
bursts, such as several tens of packets, occur 20) .
Our simulations do not take these characteristics of long burst packet loss into consideration,
since they are rare cases. Furthermore, frames
in such burst loss are unplayable and therefore
authentication is not necessary anyway.
5.2 Packets Arriving Out of Order
On the Internet there are cases when packets
are received out of order due to changes in the
routing path. In UDP, packets with a certain
delay are considered lost. According to the results of Ref. 23), the majority of packets that
are received out of order are out by a single
packet. Therefore, if the decoder has a buﬀer
of one packet, receiving packets out of order
is not an issue in most cases. In our scheme,
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when a K packet is lost, to reconstruct and authenticate that packet, mk out of nk packets
of the reconstruction data must be received. It
is readily seen that this is equivalent to having
a buﬀer on the decoder side, since our scheme
needs at the most a buﬀer of nk packets. Our
scheme is tolerant to packets received out of order if the number within nk . In our scheme,
therefore, if the packets containing the reconstruction data are received out of order by over
nk packets, the lost packet is not reconstructed
or authenticated, since the packets with the reconstruction data are determined to be lost.
5.3 Frame Size
In the simulation, the frame sizes of K,
F , and B frames were set to 2.5 Kbytes,
1.25 Kbytes, and 625 bytes respectively. As
mentioned in Section 4.2.4, the delay time of
SAVe is mainly caused by the computing time of
the IDA process, which is dependent on the size
of nk . Therefore, when high-resolution video is
used, the frame sizes of K, F , and B increase
and the number of reconstruction-packets nk ,
nf , and nf next also increases. This leads to a
greater delay. The sizes of frames should be set
according to the acceptable delay limits of the
intended purpose.
5.4 Acceptability
Two types of acceptability due to packet loss
in our scheme can be discussed. One is the
authentication rate and the other is the video
quality. As shown in Section 4, our scheme is
acceptable in the terms of the authentication
rate, since it is equivalent to the previously proposed scheme. We will discuss the playing rate,
which is the number of playable authenticated
packets divided by the total number of packets
sent. There are results whereby a packet loss
rate as low as 3% can translate into a frame
error rate as high as 30% in MPEG-2 23) . The
frame error rate mentioned in this paper is the
degree to which a frame is aﬀected by loss in the
current frame or the frame from which the current frame is predicted. This frame error rate is
equivalent to the unplayable rate (1 − playing
rate) in our scheme, since in our scheme, the
current frame is unplayable if the frame from
which the current frame is predicted is lost. At
a packet loss rate of 3%, the unplayable rate in
our scheme is less than 10%. Therefore, our
scheme compares favorably with MPEG-2 in
this respect.
However, it is diﬃcult to generalize the acceptability of the video quality due to packet
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loss, since when measuring the acceptability of
video quality, factors such as the purpose of
the video, the scene content, and human perceptions come into play. Therefore, there are
no general values for the acceptability of video
quality 26) .
6. Conclusion
In this paper we have proposed SAVe, a realtime stream authentication scheme that takes
account of the characteristics of video. Through
simulation results, we show the scheme’s eﬀectiveness. The authentication rate of SAVe is
on average approximately equivalent to that of
SAIDA, but it is higher than that of SAIDA
in strict reconstruction conditions. At a packet
loss rate of 20%, which is higher than the average packet loss rate of the Internet, the playing
rate of SAVe is 50% better than that of SAIDA.
Therefore, SAVe enables eﬃcient real-time authentication of video streams. It is possible to
say that our scheme is a necessary technology
for the spread of safe real-time streaming services.
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